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Introduction
The ordinance on doctoral studies at the Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences (PromVO 2019) was
passed by the faculty in October 2018. In order to be able to implement the requirements of the new
regulation, the Graduate School subsequently developed suitable forms and tools. The present
«Guide to Doctoral Studies (PromVO 2019)» guides you through the administrative processes of the
new regulation.
In order to increase the readability of this guideline, we have decided not to add those paragraphs of
PromVO 2019 based on the forms and tools. Instead, we refer directly to the legal text.
If you have any questions, the Graduate School is at your disposal. You can either contact your
responsible doctoral coordinator or our office (graduiertenschule@phil.uzh.ch).
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Administrative tasks to be accomplished by doctoral students
Before the doctorate: admission and application
In order to be admitted to a doctorate, the ordinance on doctoral studies at the Faculty of Arts and
Social Sciences of the University of Zurich (PromVO 2019) requires at least two supervisors. When
applying at the University of Zurich, you must therefore prove that you have found two supervisors for
your PHD-project.
An internally entitled person will be in charge of the main supervision and at least one further person
authorized to supervise will act as co-advisor. Together they form the supervisory committee, which
supervises the PhD-project from your admission to doctoral studies until you submit your application
to have the procedure for obtaining a doctoral degree initiated. The supervisory committee supports
and advises you professionally. Advice on how to set up a supervisory committee can be found in the
Appendix or on our website.

The Provisional Confirmation of Supervision
You must submit the Provisional Confirmation of Supervision to the Graduate School for examination
before you actually apply for a doctorate at the University of Zurich (UZH). After inspection of the
supervisory committee, the Provisional Confirmation of Supervision will be approved and sent back to
you. Then you can apply in the application portal of the UZH. If no further conditions are set, the
admission will be carried out directly by the Student Services, with further requirements the
application will be forwarded to the Admissions Office of the Student Services, in order to check and
order the requirements.1

Application procedure / admission in accordance with PromVO 2019

3.
Apply online via Application
Portal

1.
Fill in and sign the Provisional
Confirmation of Supervision

2.
Get the approval of the
Provisional Confirmation of
Supervision by the Graduate
School

or
Apply for change of degree
(MA to PhD) via Student
Portal

(doctoral student)

(doctoral student /
supervisory committee)

1

Requirements are issued by the Student Services and must be rendered in order for the title to be obtained. It is
more flexible without fixed requirements, but it can be noted in the first doctoral agreement which modules must
be achieved. Important: Please specify any requirements as accurately as possible and with the module numbers
valid from fall term 2019 onwards.
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During the doctorate: doctoral agreements
After successful application, the applicants can take up their doctoral studies at the Faculty of Arts
and Social Sciences (PhF). At least once a year, they will discuss the past year and plans for next
year with their main supervisor. The results of this discussion are recorded in a so-called «doctoral
agreement». The co-advisors will also receive the doctoral agreement and must agree to it before it
being submitted to the Graduate School for approval.
As soon as the dissertation is likely to be defended and there is proof of sufficient curricular
coursework, the supervision committee and the doctoral candidate can apply for the initiation of the
doctoral procedure. The supervisory committee is dissolved and the doctoral committee is appointed.
The doctoral committee is responsible for the review of the dissertation and the doctoral examination
(see Part 2 of the Guide on how to complete a doctorate).
All information on the PhD can be found on our website.
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Online PHD Admin Services
The following processes of PromVO 2019 run via the Online PHD Admin Services:
–
–
–
–
–

create and update your doctoral agreements (at least once a year)
make requests for changes to a supervisory committee (possible at any time)
submit applications for the appointment of the doctoral committee
(registration for the graduation)
publication of the dissertation on ZORA

Registration
You can log into the Online PHD Admin Services with your AAI login (UZH shortname and password).
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Doctoral Agreement
For doctoral students who are already enrolled at the University of Zurich (UZH), the first doctoral
agreement will be due 16 weeks after the approval of the Provisional Confirmation of Supervision. For
all others, the sixteen-week period begins with admission to doctoral studies. In contrast to PVO
2009, PromVO 2019 requires an annual update of the Doctoral Agreement.
The doctoral agreement is drawn up in a discussion between doctoral students and main supervisors
and recorded via Online Services Doctorate. The following topics should be discussed together and
defined in the Doctoral Agreement:
–
–
–
–
–

research plan for the upcoming year (goals, tasks, supervision intervals)
curricular coursework planned for the upcoming year (only coursework appearing in a Doctoral
Agreement can be credited to the degree)
from the second Doctoral Agreement onwards: protocol over the past year (status of dissertation,
were the goals agreed upon reached?)
curricular coursework achieved last year
rights concerning data and results (by default, the relevant paragraphs of PromVO 2019 are
proposed, which can be overwritten if necessary)

How to Create or Update a Doctoral Agreement
1. Main supervisor and doctoral students meet for a discussion and create the Doctoral Agreement
online.
2. Main supervisor and doctoral students agree to the Doctoral Agreement.
3. a) Doctoral Agreement without any changes in the supervisory committee: the Doctoral
Agreement is automatically opened for co-supervisors. These must agree to it. Important: Please
inform the co-advisors that they should log in and check the doctoral agreement. No automatic
notification will be sent.
b) Doctoral agreement with a change in the supervisory committee: if the supervisory committee
has been changed, the Graduate School will automatically be informed. It will check the
composition and approve the new supervisory committee by e-mail to all involved. After approval,
co-advisors must agree to the Doctoral Agreement.
4. With the agreement of all participants, the Doctoral Agreement is automatically submitted to the
Graduate School for approval.
5. The Graduate School examines the submitted Doctoral Agreement and approves it by sending an
e-mail to all concerned. The approved Doctoral Agreement can be viewed at any time in the
Online Services Doctorate.
6. At the latest after one year, the Doctoral Agreement must be updated.
In the next few pages you will learn via step-by-step instructions how to create a Doctoral Agreement
in the Online PHD Admin Services.
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Step-by-Step Instructions: Creating and Updating a Doctoral Agreement
On the website of the Faculty
of Arts and Social Sciences
select «Doctorate and
Graduate School». You get
to the start page of the
Graduate School.
Select Online PHD Admin
Services.

Select the Online PhD Admin
Services for PromVO 2019.
Click on «Login».
Please note: the following
pages are in German only.
An English version of the
Admin Services is under
construction.

Choose either with the red
link or in the navigation left
à Access for doctoral
students

Philosophische Fakultät
Dekanat

Choose «Create and
manage your doctoral
agreement»

Log in with your AAI login
(UZH shortname and
password).

You get to a hint site for the
Doctoral Agreement.
Click on «Create Doctoral
Agreement»
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Doctoral Agreements can be created by the main supervisor and the doctoral student. It does
not matter who logs in first and fills them in. In the end, both must agree to the Doctoral
Agreement.
Important: If you are the second person who processes a Doctoral Agreement and change
details, the first person's consent will be lifted. The first person has to log in again and agree to
the changed doctoral agreement.

In the box «Previous
Doctoral Agreements» you
will find all the data created
for this project.
In the box «Current Doctoral
Agreement» you can see
who edited the current
Doctoral Agreement last and
at which time.
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«Table template»:
If necessary, you can
download a so-called table
template. This is meant as an
aid if you want to lead the
conversation with your main
supervisor without using a
computer. The use of the
table template is optional.
If you work with the table
template, it must be signed
after the interview and
uploaded to the Online PHD
Admin Services. The
information from the table
template must also be filled
in online. The approval of the
Doctoral Agreement happens
exclusively online.
To start the creation of a
Doctoral Agreement, click
«Continue».
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Personal information:
These details are taken from
the Provisional Confirmation
of Supervision. Any errors or
changes can be reported to
us via
graduiertenschule@phil.uzh.
ch.

Click on «Continue».

Specifications concerning
the doctorate:
These details are also from
the Provisional Confirmation
of Supervision.
Important:
A change of field implies a
new application and must be
displayed with a new
Provisional Confirmation of
Supervision.
Click on «Continue».
The blue (?) offers
explanations on how to fill in
the form.
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Information about the main
supervisor
This information will also be
taken from the Provisional
Confirmation of Supervision.
Important:
A change of the main
supervisor is equivalent to a
dissolution of the studentinstructor ratio and the
Graduate School must be
informed by e-mail.
Click on «Continue».

Confirm or change the
supervision committee
Confirm an existing
supervisory committee:
If you do not change
anything, the commission will
remain as indicated.
Click on «Continue».
Remove members:
Remove co-advisors by
clicking > Remove.
Click on «Continue».
Add members:
Add new members by
clicking «Add extra cosupervision».
The following window opens:
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Add the new member.
Important:
Please enter an e-mail
address linked to either your
AAI login or an edu-ID.2 Only
then will the new member of
the commission be able to
log in to the Online PHD
Admin Services.
Click on «Continue».

Approval of the modified supervisory committee
After you and your main supervisor have agreed to the doctoral agreement, an amended
supervisory committee automatically initiates an application to the Graduate School. The
doctoral agreement will be locked for editing. Only after the new supervisory committee has
been approved will the remaining and new co-advisors be able agree to the doctoral
agreement.
Any departing members will receive a message from the Graduate School.

2

External supervisors have to create an edu-ID in order to log in to the Online PHD Admin Services
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Details of the doctoral
project:
The following should be
specified:
–
–
–
–

form of the dissertation
language
working title
planned semester of the
degree

Here is also visible until
when the project must be
completed at the latest.
Click on «Continue».

(This page will appear only
from the 2nd Doctoral
Agreement onwards):
Protocol of the past year:
Have the goals agreed to in
the previous Doctoral
Agreement been achieved?
How often have you
exchanged with the doctoral
candidate? How did the
project progress in the past
year?
Important: These fields must
be filled out. The Doctoral
Agreement cannot be
approved by the Graduate
School without a record of
the past year.
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Completed curricular
coursework is listed on the
same protocol page.
Click on > Add coursework.
The following field opens:

The exact details of the
completed coursework must
be entered.
Only coursework listed in the
Doctoral Agreement can be
credited to the degree.
Whether listed coursework
can be credited to the degree
is determined by § 19 of the
doctoral ordinance (German
only).
Please note that these rules
differ from the rules of PVO
2009.
For coursework completed
outside UZH please select
«Extern» and upload the
corresponding certificates
under «Document> Upload».
click on
> Save
Click on «Continue».

The attached coursework will be listed in the next versions of your Doctoral Agreement. This
creates an overview of all the coursework listed. When registering for graduation, you can
finally select the coursework that you want to be credited to the degree. The remaining
coursework is listed in the Academic Record as «coursework not credited to the degree».
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Research plan for the
upcoming year
The goals and tasks for the
coming year are agreed to in
this step.

Planned curricular
coursework
You do not have to list the
correct module titles, general
descriptions like «doctoral
colloquium» etc. are
sufficient. The exact titles
have to be listed only in the
following year, if the
achievement was actually
accomplished.
Click on «Continue».

Rights
The corresponding
paragraphs of PromVO 2019
are filled in automatically as
a standard text.
If you want to make other
arrangements, you can
overwrite this text.
Click on «Continue».
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Further agreements
Additional agreements can
be entered here.

Click «Continue».

Submission
In a last step, you have to
agree to the doctoral
agreement.
For a better overview, you
can create a reading version.
After agreeing to the Doctoral
Agreement, you may log out.
If you and your main
supervisor have agreed, you
can inform co-advisors to
also log in in and agree to
the Doctoral Agreement.

If you and all members of the supervisory committee have agreed to the Doctoral Agreement
online, it will automatically be submitted to the Graduate School for approval. You will receive
an e-mail as soon as approval is granted.
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Completion of the doctorate: Initiation of the Doctoral Procedure
As soon as the dissertation is likely to be defended and there is proof of sufficient curricular
coursework, you can apply for the initiation of the doctoral procedure together with the supervisory
committee. The supervisory committee is dissolved and the doctoral committee is appointed. The
doctoral committee is responsible for the evaluation of the dissertation and the doctoral examination.
Process of completing the doctorate
1. Plagiarism check by the main supervisor.
2. Together with the main supervisor, the doctoral candidate applies for completing the doctorate via
Online PHD Admin Services, both agree to the application, and at the same time, the main
supervisor confirms the plagiarism check.
3. The co-advisors will approve the application and it will be forwarded to the Graduate School.
4. Examination and approval of the curricular achievements by the Graduate School.
5. Dissolution of the supervisory committee, appointment of the doctoral committee and the
chairmanship and expert by the graduate school.
6. à this ends the supervisory committee’s responsibility for the doctoral project.
7. Submission of the expert reports and any revision requirements for the publication by the
members of the doctoral committee: the surveys must contain a grade (1-6, 6 = the best grade,
half-grade steps are possible). All expert reports must be at least sufficient. If this is not the case,
a failed attempt is made and the dissertation must be revised and new expert reports submitted. If
not all the expert reports are sufficient, the project has failed. No title is awarded.
8. Doctoral examination: The doctoral examination is graded «passed / failed». It therefore has no
influence on the grade point average and the grade of the dissertation. If the examination is not
passed, a failed attempt will be made and the examination can be repeated once. If the second
attempt is also graded «failed», the project has failed. No title is awarded.
9. Application for publication of the dissertation on ZORA by the doctoral students: including
confirmation from the doctoral committee that the revision requirements have been incorporated.
10. After the dissertation has been published on ZORA, the diploma will be sent and the doctoral
students will be invited to the graduation ceremony.
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Registration for completion of the doctorate
Before registration: plagiarism check
Der Antrag zum Abschluss muss die eingereichte Dissertation enthalten. Für die Publikation der
Dissertation auf ZORA ist eine standardisierte Plagiatsprüfung durch die Hauptbetreuungsperson
erforderlich. Von der UZH dafür vorgegeben ist die Plagiatserkennungssoftware «PlagScan».
Registration via Online PHD Admin Services
The registration for the completion of the doctorate corresponds to the application to dissolve the
supervisory committee and to appoint the doctoral committee.
As a rule, the doctoral committee consists of the members of the previous supervisory committee and
an additional member who was previously not involved in the doctoral project. However, it is also
possible to put together a completely new doctoral committee. How a doctoral committee can be put
together can be found in the Appendix. The application will be prepared jointly by the doctoral
students and main supervisors. The entry in the Online PHD Admin Services is carried out by the
doctoral students. The main supervisor logs in to approve the application in a second step. The
following must be completed or uploaded online:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Protocol of last year (integrated in the application)
Curricular coursework of the last year (integrated into the application)
List all curricular coursework to be credited to the degree3
Information on the desired members of the doctoral committee
Information on the desired chairmanship and expert
Date proposed for the doctoral examination (videoconference yes / no)4
Copy of the dissertation
Statement of independence (checkbox, no form required)

The co-advisors must also agree to the application and confirm that they did not act as co-author of
the dissertation.
After signing up for the completion of the doctorate
If the doctoral candidate and all members of the supervisory committee have approved the
application, the Graduate School will examine the last Doctoral Agreement integrated in the
application for the completion of the doctorate, the curricular achievements to be credited to the
degree, the composition of the doctoral committee and the chairmanship and expert. If all
requirements are met, the Graduate School will notify the dissolution of the supervisory committee
and the appointment of the doctoral committee by e-mail. The members of the doctoral committee
receive a separate e-mail with information on the submission of the reports.

3

There is no need to submit a separate list of curricular coursework. A list of all curricular coursework of the last
Doctoral Agreement is displayed online. The coursework required for the degree can be marked in this selection.
4
Please note that the examination can take place at the earliest two months after the application has been
submitted.
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Step-by-step instructions: Signing up for the completion of the doctorate
Discuss the application with your main supervisor and fill out the application online. Afterwards, your
main supervisor logs in with her/his own login and approves the application.
Log in and select «prepare
completion of the
doctorate»

As in the Doctoral
Agreements, you have to
fill in a protocol of the past
year.
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Enter here any coursework
completed during the last
year.
Please remember to
upload the certificates for
externally accomplished
achievements.
In a second step, mark the
coursework that is to be
credited to the degree.
Please note that only 12
ECTS can be credited to
the degree.
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Indicate here who will be a
member of your doctoral
committee. How a doctoral
committee is composed
can be found in the
Appendix.
Please indicate the
chairmanship first.
In order to do this, click ->
«Add a new member of
the doctoral committee»
and click «Chairmanship».
Save with «add and
save».
After you have specified
the chairmanship and all
members of the doctoral
committee, you decide
who should act as expert
(«Beisitz»).
Click > Continue.
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Please enter the desired
examination date here.
Please note that the
examination can take
place at the earliest two
months after the
application has been
submitted, as the reports
on the dissertation must
be obtained before the
examination.
Indicate whether a
member of the doctoral
committee is to be
connected by
videoconference for the
examination.
Up to three members of
the doctoral committee
can be connected via
videoconference, provided
that at least two members
as well as the chair and
the expert are present on
site.

Click > Continue.
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Please enter your current
contact information here. It
is required to send the
graduation documents and
for the invitation to the
graduation ceremony.
Click > Continue.
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As with the doctoral
agreement, you can also
create a reading version of
the application for a better
overview.
Upload a specimen copy
of the dissertation in the
form of a Pdf-A
(instructions for pdf-A).
This copy will be submitted
to the doctoral committee
for review.
Confirm the statement of
independence by clicking.
Once you have completed
the application and
uploaded the copy of the
dissertation, you can send
the application for
completion. Now you can
inform your main
supervisor to also log in
and agree to the
application for the degree.
Subsequently, the coadvising members must
also agree, after which the
application is forwarded to
the Graduate School.
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Appendix
Diagrams: Authorization to supervise and/or examine doctoral degrees / Possible supervisory
committees / Possible doctoral committees (German only)

Promotions- und Betreuungsberechtigung (PromVO 2019)
Es gelten die Vorgaben der PromVO 2019, § 8–10

Intern promotionsberechtigte Personen der PhF
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ordentliche und ausserordentliche Professorinnen und Professoren
Assistenzprofessorinnen und -professoren
(mit und ohne Tenure Track)
Förderungsprofessorinnen und -professoren
Titularprofessorinnen und -professoren
Privatdozentinnen und -dozenten
Assoziierte Professorinnen und Professoren

Hauptbetreuungen
Betreuungskommissionen
Promotionskommissionen

✔

Betreuungskommissionen
Promotionskommissionen

✔

Betreuungskommissionen

✔

Extern promotionsberechtigte Personen
•
•

Habilitierte Professorinnen und Professoren
anderer Universitäten oder UZH-Fakultäten
Auf Doktoratsstufe promotionsberechtigte Personen
anderer Universitäten oder UZH-Fakultäten

Betreuungsberechtigte Personen
•
•

Gastprofessorinnen und -professoren der PhF
Dozierende von Fachhochschulen / Pädagogischen Hochschulen*

* Nur auf Antrag an die Graduiertenschule

Mögliche Betreuungskommissionen (PromVO 2019):
Es gelten die Vorgaben der PromVO 2019, § 8–14

Hauptbetreuung

Ko-Betreuung

Person
mit interner Promotionsberechtigung

Person
mit interner Promotionsberechtigung

✔

Person
mit interner Promotionsberechtigung

Person
mit externer Promotionsberechtigung

✔

Person
mit interner Promotionsberechtigung

Gastprofessorin oder -professor

✔

Person
mit interner Promotionsberechtigung

Dozierende einer Fachhochschule /
Pädagogischen Hochschule*

✔

* Nur auf Antrag an die Graduiertenschule (vgl. Doktoratsordnung § 8 Abs. 2-3 )

Bitte beachten Sie bei der Zusammenstellung Ihrer Betreuungskommission zusätzlich die Regeln zur Zusammensetzung der zukünftigen
Promotionskommission.
Die Promotionskommission, die für die Gutachten und die Dissertationsprüfung zuständig ist, besteht in der Regel aus den
(promotionsberechtigten) Mitgliedern der Betreuungskommission zuzüglich eines neuen Mitglieds (vgl. PromVO § 29–33, 41).
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Mögliche Promotionskommissionen (PromVO 2019)
Es gelten die Vorgaben der PromVO 2019, § 29–33)

Die Promotionskommission ist zuständig für die Durchführung des Promotionsverfahrens, d.h. für die Gutachten und die
Zusammensetzung
einer Promotionskommission
Promotionsprüfung. Die Promotionskommission besteht aus 2–5 Personen:
Mindestens eine Person
mit interner
Promotionsberechtigung

Mindestens eine Person
mit externer
Promotionsberechtigung

davon

Mindestens eine Person,
die nicht Mitglied der
Betreuungskommission war

✔

Zusätzlich wird ein Vorsitz bestimmt. Der Vorsitz gewährleistet den korrekten Ablauf des Promotionsverfahrens.
Er verfasst kein Gutachten und beteiligt sich nicht mit Fragen an der Promotionsprüfung.

So wird aus einer Betreuungskommission eine Promotionskommission:
Schritt 1:
Von der bestehenden Betreuungskommission fallen Ko-AutorInnen, GastprofessorInnen und Dozierende FH/PH weg.
Schritt 2:
Fall 1: Es ist mindestens eine intern und eine extern promotionsberechtigte Person vorhanden. Zusätzlich wird nun noch
eine Person benötigt, die nicht bereits in der Betreuungskommission war (diese muss intern oder extern
promotionsberechtigt sein).
Fall 2: Es ist nicht mindestens eine intern und eine extern promotionsberechtigte Person vorhanden. Zusätzlich wird nun
noch eine Person benötigt, die nicht bereits in der Betreuungskommission war.
Sind die bestehenden Mitglieder intern, so muss die neue Person extern promotionsberechtigt sein; sind die bestehenden
Mitglieder extern, so muss die neue Person intern promotionsberechtigt sein.
Je nach Zusammensetzung der Betreuungskommission ist es möglich, dass die Promotionskommission aus völlig neuen Mitgliedern besteht.
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